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Abstract 

WC study the complexity of the problem of answering queries using 
materinlized views, This problem has attracted a lot of attention re- 
cently because of its relevance in data integration. Previous work 
considered only conjunctive view definitions. We examine the con- 
sequences of allowing more expressive view definition languages. 
Tl~olanguagcsweconsiderforviewdefinitionsanduserqueriesare: 
conjunctive qucrics with inequality, positive queries, datalog, and 
first-order logic. We show that the complexity of the problem de- 
pcnds on whether views are assumed to store all the tuples that sat- 
isfy the view definition, or only a subset of it. Finally, we apply the 
results to the view consistency and view self-maintainability prob- 
lems which nrise in data warehousing. 

1 Introduction 

The notion of materialized view is essential in databases [34] and is 
a&acting more and more attention with the popularity of data ware- 
houses [28]. The problem of answering queries using materialized 
views [24,6, IO, 5,43,30,26,36, 12, 14, I I, 251 has been studied 
intensively. We propose a systematic study of its complexity. We 
also briefly consider the related problems of view consistency and 
view self-maintainability [l9]. Our results exhibit strong connec- 
tions with two among the most studied problems in database the- 
ory, namely query containment[7,33,23,3 I, 9,21,13,271 and in- 
complete information querying, e.g. [20,2]. Indeed, the works most 
closely related to ourcomplexity results areperhapsthoseofvan der 
Meyden [40,41,42] and Vardi [38] on (indefinite) databasequeries. 

*Part of the work performed when the author was visiting Stan- 
ford University. 

‘Work performed as part of Ph.D. thesis research at Stanford 
University, 

Our results highlight the basic roles played by negation (and in its 
weak form inequality) and recursion, and a crucial difference be- 
tween open and closed world assumption in the view definition. 

Themainfocusofthepaperisthestudyofthedutacomplexi~ofthe 
problem of answeringqueries using materialized views. More pre- 
cisely, the problem is for a fixed view definition and a fixed query, 
given a view instance I and a tuple t, is t a certain answer, i.e. is 
2 in the answerto the query on the databaseno matter which is the 
databaseyielding the view instance I. This articulation of the prob- 
lem highlights the main parameters: (i) What are the database and 
the view models? (ii) What are the query and the view definition 
languages? (iii) Is vie/ding assuming an open or a closed world? 

In the present paper, we use the relational model for the database 
and the view model. However, our work strongly suggests moving 
towards an incomplete information model, e.g. conditional tables 
PO]. Indeed, we will briefly show how these tables can be used for 
solving the problem in most solvable cases. For the query and view 
definition languages,we considerthemost popular formal query lan- 
guages, namely conjunctive queries, conjunctive queries with in- 
equality, positive queries, datalog, and first-order logic. We focus 
on certain answers, i.e. tuples that are in the answer for any database 
yielding this particular view instance. 

Not surprisingly, our results indicate that recursion and negation in 
the view definition lead to undecidability. Somewhat also expect- 
edly, we show that the closed world assumption sharply complicates 
the problem. For instance, under the open world assumption the 
certain answers in ffie conjunctive view definitions/datalog queries 
case can be computed in polynomial time. On the other hand, al- 
ready the conjunctive view definitions/conjunctive queries case is 
co-NP-complete under the closed world assumption. This is an a- 
posteriori argument for a number of recent works that postulate an 
open world interpretation ofviews. Perhaps more unexpectedly,we 
prove that inequalities (a very weak form of negation) lead to in- 
tractability. Evenunderthe open world assumption, adding inequal- 
ities to the queries, or disjunction to the view definitions makes the 
problem co-NP-hard. 

2 The problem 

In this section, we present the problem. We assumesome familiarity 
with database theory [34,1]. We start with a database instance D, a 
view definition V, and a view instance I. The database consists of 
a set of relations and so does the view. Now, given a query &, we 
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would like to compute S(D). However, we assumethat weignore 
D and only have access to I, so we will try to get the best possible 
csthnatc of Q(D) given I, 

Let us bc more prccisc. Under the closed world assumpfion(CWA), 
the view instance I stores all the tuples that satisfjl the view def- 
i&ion5 in V, i.e. I = V(D). Under the open world assumption 
(OWA), on the other hand, instance I is possibly incomplete and 
might only store someof the tuples that satisfjr the view definitions 
in V, l,c, I C V(D). As we can see from the following example, 
in rcnsoning about the underlying database, it makes a difference 
whether we are working under the open or closed world assump- 
tlon, 

Example 2.1 Consider the following view definition where the 
view consists of two relations: 

211 (X) : - P(X Y) 
VdY) : - PV, Y) 

nnd nssumc that the view instance consists of {vl (a), v@)). Un- 
der OWA, WC only know that some p tuple has value a as its first 
component, and some (possibly different) p tuple has value b as its 
second component* Under CWA, however, we can concludethat all 
p tuplcs have value a as their first component and value b as their 
second component, i.e. p contains exactly the tuple (a, b). 0 

Qiven aomc view definition and a view instance, observe that there 
may be a number of possible databases, i.e. database instances that 
yield this view instance for this view definition. So, we can think of 
the databaseas the incomplete Mubare [20] consisting ofthis set of 
possibledatabases. To answeraquery, we focus ontiertuin answers, 
l,e, on tuplcs that are in the answer for each possible database. As 
seen in Example 2, I, this depends on whether we are assuming an 
opcnorncloscd world. Indeed,ananswerthatis CertainunderOWA 
is also certain under CWA, but the converse does not hold in gen- 
cral, For instance, in the previous example, the query “is (a, b) cer- 
tninly in p?” is answered positively under CWA and negatively un- 
dcr OWA, In fact, WC will show that computing certain answers un- 
der CWA is harder than under OWA. The following definition for- 
mnllzes the concept of certain answer under both assumptions: 

Rcfintllon 2.1 (ccrtnln answer) Let V be a view definition, I be 
an instance of the view, and & a query, A tuple t is a certain an- 
swcr under OWA if t is an element of S(D) for each database D 
with I 2 V(D), A tuple t is a certain answer under CWA if t is an 
clement of Q(D) for each database D with I = V(D). 0 

We briefly recall the query languages we consider and the standard 
notion of complexity we use. 

2.1 Query and view languages 

A datalog rule is an expression of the form: 

P(X) :-P1(JL),.**,Pn(-%) 

where p, and pr , . . , , pn are predicate names, and x, 21, . . ., Xn 
arc tuples of variables and constants. Each variable in the head of a 

rule must also occur in the body of the rule. A dataIog query is a fi- 
nite set of datalog rules. The notion of recursivedatalog query/rule 
is defined in the standard way. A conjunctive query (CQ) is a sin- 
gle non-recursive datalog rule. If the body of a conjunctive query 
is allowed to contain the inequality predicate (f), then the query 
is called a conjunctive query with inequality (CQ#). Every vari- 
able in a query with inequality must occur at least once in a rela- 
tional predicate. A positive query (PQ) is a non-recursive datalog 
query together with one particular predicate defined by the query. 
The query language PQ’ is obtained by also allowing #. Finally, 
first-order queries (FO) are defined in the standard way. 

A materialized view, also called view instance, is the stored result of 
previously executed queries. A view definition V therefore consists 
of a set of queries defining a finite set of predicates. So, for a query 
language C, we write V c L: to denote the fact that each predicate 
in the view is defined using a query in t. 

2.2 Data complexity 

We will be interested in the data complexity of the problem of com- 
puting certain answersunderthe open and closed world assumption. 
The dam conzph~ity is the complexity of the problem as a function 
of the size of the view instance. We will also refer to the query and 
combined complexity of the problem. The query complexity is the 
complexity of the problem as a function of the size of the view def- 
inition Y and the query &. The combined complexity is the com- 
plexity ofthe problem as a fimction of these two arguments plus the 
size of the view instance. (These three notions are due to [37].) In 
the remaining of the paper, when we discuss complexity, we always 
mean data complexity unless specified otherwise. 

In Section 3, we prove that the problem is in co-NP for a wide range 
of cases. We also highlight some connections with conditional table 
querying. In Section 4, we examine the complexity of the problem 
of computing certain answers under OWA and in Section 5 under 
CWA. In Section 6, we considerview self-maintainability and view 
consistency. 

3 Using conditional tables 

In this section, we briefly sketch a solution to the problem for the 
open and closed world assumption, when the view definition is in 
PQf and the query is in d&log+. We also present an effective 
procedure based on conditiona tables [20] which were introduced 
to represent incomplete information. Indeed, a main purpose of this 
section is to highlight the strong links between our problem and that 
of querying incomplete databases. 

First we see next that, for PQ# views and d&log+ queries, the 
problem is in co-NP. So within these limits, it will suffice in the 
following of the paperto prove co-NPhardness to establish co-NP- 
completeness. 

Theorem 3.1 For V S PQf. & E datalog*, the problem of de- 
termining. given a view instance, whether a tuple b a certain an- 
swer under OWA or CWA. is in co-NP. 

Proof. We prove the claim first for OWA. Assume that 2 is not 
a certain answer. Then there is a database D with I C V(D) and 
t is not in Q(D). Let n be the total number of tuplgin I and let 
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k bc the maximal length of conjuncts in the view definitions. Each 
tuplo in I can be generated by at most k tuples in D. Therefore, 
there is a database D’ c D with at most nk tuples such that still 
I C Y( D’). Because t is not in Q(D) and & is monotone, t is also 
noyin &(D’). It follows that there is a database D’ whose size is 
polynomially bounded in the size of I and V such that I E Y(D’), 
and i is not in &( D’). Moreover, checking that I E V( D’) and that 
t io not in Q( D’) can be done in polynomial time. 

For CWA, the proof is essentially the samewith I = Y(D) in place 
ofI2 V(D), Cl 

We next turn to an effective way of computing the certain answers. 
The intuition is to represent, given a view instance, the set ofpossi- 
blcdatabasesormorepreciselyasufficientsetofpossibledatabases 
byaconditionaltable, andthen queryt!reconditionaltableusingt!re 
techniques introduced by Imielinski and Lipski [20]. Due to space 
limitations, we refer to [20, I] for a definition of conditional tables. 
Intuitively, a conditional table is a database instance which might 
have variables as entries in its tuples. There is also a global condi- 
tion [I] on the set of variables and for each tuple, a local condition 
controlling the actual presenceof the tuple. Apossibledufubmefor 
a table 2’ is obtained by choosing a valuation satisfying the global 
condition, keeping only those tuples with a true local condition and 
valuating the variables in those tuples. 

Tile following result shows how the problem of querying material- 
ized views can be reduced to the problem of querying conditional 
tables, thereby highlighting the strong connection between materi- 
alized views and incomplete databases. Due to space limitations, 
WC do not give a proof of the result. The construction used in the 
proof is illustrated by an example, 

Theorem 3,2 Let V 2 PQ$ and let I be a view instance. Then 
one can constructu conditional table (with globalcondition) Tm,, 
rcsp, Tc,,, such that for each datalog+ query &. the certuin un- 
swers to & using view instance I under OWA, resp. CWA, are ex- 
actly the certain answers to & given the incomplete database spec- 
/lied by Tow,, resp. T,,,. 

The previous theorem provides an algorithm of evaluating a query 
on a databasegiven some materialized view in co-NP time: compute 
the corresponding conditional table and then evaluate the query on 
the table using the techniques in [20]. 

Example 3.1 Suppose the view is specified by: 

do, Y) : - I@, Y) 
VW, Y) : - P(& q I@, Y) 

and theview instanceconsistsof (~(0, l), ~(1, 1)). Then thereare 
two different ways to obtain the first tuple and only one for the sec- 
ond, This yields the following conditional table for p (the global 
condition is He): 

0 1 W= 1 
0 z w#l 
2 1 w#l 
1 u true 
u 1 true 

This is the table needed for OWA. For CWA, we have to introduce 
the constraints that the view does not hold for any other tuple. One 
finds the following (complete) table for p: 

,’ 

views 
CQ 

- query - 
CQ CQ’ PQ datalog FO 

PTIME CO-NP PTIME PTIME undec. 
-# 

p”: 
PTlhiE CO-NP PTIME PTIME undec. 
co-NP CO-NP CO-NP CO-NP undec. 

datalog co-NP undec. co-NP undec. undec. 
FO undec. undec. undec. undec. undec. 

Figure 1: Data complexityoftfreproblem ofcomputingcerrain an- 
swers under the open world assumption. 

0 1 true 
1 1 true 

0 

We briefly discuss some aspects of the construction of the condi- 
tional table. Consider the simplest case, i.e. a conjunctive query 
view under OWA. Intuitively, the table is constructed by “skolem- 
izing” the variables in the conjunctive query in a standard manner 
such as [ 161. Now, we obtain a conditional table. This is not quite 
a representation of the possible databases since a possible database 
may contain additional tuples. But with respect to certain answers, 
we can simply query this conditional table in the style of [20] and 
get the desired certain answers. 

For disjunctions in the view defbrition, weusetuple local conditions 
as done in the example (with w = 1 and w # 1). Finally for CWA, 
this is done by evaluating the view definition Y on the conditional 
table corresponding to OWA and adding as a constraint that each 
mple it generates is indeed in the view instance I. In the example, 
the conditions simplie dramatically, but in general, this may result 
in rather gory tables. Note that, more generally, one could similarly 
introduce any total dependency [ 17,391 on the database by chasing 
[4,3] the conditional table as in [20, 181. Observe also that from a 
practical viewpoint, this raises the issue of obtaining practical re- 
strictions that prevent the conditions from becoming too compli- 
cated. 

4 Open world assumption 

Figure I gives an overview of the complexity of computing certain 
answers under OWA. Under OWA, the problem of computing cer- 
tain answers is closely related to the query containment problem. 
Therefore, decidability and undecidability results carry over in both 
directions. As shown in Theorem4.1, if the problems are decidable, 
then their query complexity is the same. 

Theorem 4.1 Let Cl, CZ E {CQ, CQ’, PQ, datalog, FO} be a 
view definition language and query language respectively. Then the 
problem of computing certain answers under OWA of a query & E 
C2 given u view definition V E tl and a view instance b decidable 
ifand only ifhe contuinmentproblem of u query in Cl in a query in 
CZ is decidable. Moreoven if the problems are decidable then the 
combinedcomplexity ofthe viewproblemund the querycompltxily 
of the contuinmentprablem are identical, so the data complexity of 
theproblemofcomputingcertuinun.swersunderOWA is at most the 
query complexity of the query contuinmentproblem. 
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Proof, The claim is established by giving reductions between 
the hvo problems in both directions. We first consider the reduc- 
tion from the problem of computing certain answer under OWA to 
the query containment problem. Let V = { ~1, . . . , ok} 2 .& be a 
vlow dclinition, & e CZ a query, I a view instance, andt a tuple of 
the snme arity as the head of a. Let &’ be a query consisting of the 
rules of definition Y together with the rule’ 

q’(t) :- Ul(lll), 0 s *, Ul(h,), . . .) U,+l), . . . , U&k”J 

where I is the instance with I(ul) = {111,. . . , tlnl}, . . . . I(uk) = 
(hl , , , , , iknk}, If Cl is CQ or CQ#, then the view definitions 
in V cnn be substituted in for the view literals in this new rule. This 
yields just oneconjunctivequery. In all cases, &’ is in k. We show 
that tuple 1 is a certain answer of & given V and 1 if and only if Q’ 
Is contained in Q, 

“=3”: Assume that 2 is a certain answer under OWA. Let D be a 
databnse, If1 e Y(D), then S’(D) = {}, and therefore G?‘(D) is 
trivially contained in 8(D). If I C V(D), then S’(D) = {t) and 
1 E Q(O), Again, a’(D) is conk&ed in Q(D). 

“g”: Assume that &’ is contained in &. Let D be a databasewith 
I 2 V(D). Then 8’(D) = {t}, and thereforet E Q(D). Hence, 
1 is a certain answer. 

The remaining of the proof consists of a reduction from the query 
containment problem to the problem of computing certain answers 
under OWA, Let Ql E ,Cr and &Z E CZ be two queries. Let p be 
n new predicate, nnd let ql and q2 be the answer predicates of & 
and & respectively, Consider as view definition the rules of &I 
together with the additional rule 

and the instance1 = {u(c)}, Let thequery 8 bedefinedbyall the 
rules of & togetherwith the following rule: 

!7(c) : - !72z(X), P(X). 

Again, if Cl or LZ are CQ or CQf, then the definition of V and 
query 8 respectively can be transformed into a conjunctive query. 
Therefore, V C Cl and 8 E CZ. We show that &I is containedin 
&2 if and onl$f (c) is a certain answer of & given U and I. 

“+‘: Suppose that (c) is not a certain answer. Then there exists 
n database D with I 5 V(D) and Q(D) does not contain (c). It 
follows that 01 (D) contains a tuple that 82 (D) does not contain. 
Therefore, 81 is not contained in Q. 

%“: Assume that &1 is not contained in &2. Then there exists a 
database D such that &l(D) contains atuple t that is not contained 
jn &2(D), D&base D can be assumedto h?vep(D) = !t]. Then 
E(D) = I nnd Q(D) = {}. Therefore, (c) IS not a certam answer. 

The previous theorem involves query complexity, However, we are 
primarily concerned by data complexity, and query complexity re- 
suits con bc misleading. For example, the query complexity of the 
containment problem of a conjunctive query in a datalog query is 
K!XP’rIMtz-complete, whereas the containmentproblem of a conjunc- 
tive query in a conjunctive query with inequality is considerably 

‘In thecaseofI”0, weusethefirst-orderformulacorresponding 
to this rule, 

easier, namely II;-complete [42]. In comparison, the datacomplex- 
ity of computing certain answers under OWA for conjunctive view 
definitions and datalog queries is polynomial, whereas it is presum- 
ably harder, namely co-Np-complete, for conjunctive view defini- 
tions and conjunctive queries with inequality. 

4.1 Conjunctive view definitions 

In this section we consider the complexity of the problem of com- 
puting certain answers under OWA in the case of conjunctive view 
definitions. We will consider queries of different expressive power. 

4.1.1 Polynomial cases 

The main tool for proving polynomial time bounds is the notion of 
maximally-containedqueryplans. Werecall therelevantdefinitions 
here. 

The input of a datalog query & consists of a database D storing in- 
stance-s of all EDB predicates in &. Given such a database D, the 
output of 8, denoted e(D), is an instance of the answer predicate 
q as determined by, for example, naive evaluation [35]. A datalog 
query 8’ is contained in a datalog query & if, for all databases D, 
Q’(D) is containedin Q(D). 

A datalog query P is a query pIan if all EDB predicates in P are 
view literals. The expansion Pesp of a datalog query plan P is ob 
tained from P by replacing all view literals with their definitions. 
Existentially quantified variables in view definitions are replaced 
by new variables in the expansion. A query plan P is maximally- 
containedin a datalog query 8 w.r.t a view definition V if Pe*p C 
8, and for each query plan P’ with (P’)erp C &, it is the case 
that P’ is also contained in P. Intuitively, a maximally-contained 
query plan is the best of all datalog query plans in using the informa- 
tion available from the view instances. As shown in [IO], it is easy 
to construct these maximally-contained query plans in the case of 
conjunctiveview definitions. 

Theorem 4.2 shows that maximally-contained query plans compute 
exactly the certain answers under OWA. 

Theorem 4.2 For Y c CQ. & E datalog, and queryplan P that 
is maximally-containedin 8 with respectto V, P computes exactly 
the certain answers of & under OWA for each view instance I. 

Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is an in- 
stance I of the view such that P fails to compute a certain answer 
t of & under OWA. Let P’ be the query plan that consists of all the 
rules of P, together with two additional rules rl and 72: 

r1: q’(X) : - q(X) 

r2: q’(t) :- Ul(hl), ..-, ul(tlnl), . ..I 

U&l), . . *, J&(ik”~) 

where q is the answer predicate of P, and I is the instance with 
I(w) = {tn,. ..,thl}, . . . . I(m) = {tkl,. . ., tkn }. 

P. 
We are 

going to show that (P ) ’ ‘=p is contained in Q. Since P IS not con- 
tained in P, this contradicts the maximal containment of P in &. 
Therefore, there cannot be a certain answer t under OWA that P 
fails to compute. 
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In order to see that (‘P ) ’ ezp is contained in &, we have to show that 
F’(y(D)) is contained in Q(D) for each database D. Let D be 
an arbitrary database, Because pe*p is known to be contained in 
&, it suffices to show that rz(V(D)) is contained in S(D). If I is 
not contained in Y(D), then rz(V(D)) is the empty set, which is 
trivially contained in Q(D). So let us assume that I is contained 
In V(D), Then rz(V(D)) = {t). Because t is a certain answer 
under OWA, it follows by definition that i is an element of S(D). 
Therefore, rz(V(D)) is contained in S(D). 0 

As shown in [IO] for all V C CQ and & E dalalog, correspond- 
ing maximally-contnined datalog query plans can be constructed. 
Because the data complexity of evaluating datalog queries is poly- 
nomial [37], this implies that the problem of computing certain an- 
swers under OWA can be done in polynomial time. 

Corollary4.1 For V E CQ and & E datalog, theproblem of 
computing certain answers under OWA can be done in polynomial 
llnra 

4,1,2 Inequalities in the view definition 

Wenext show(Theorem4,3) that addinginequalitiesjusttotheview 
dcflnition doesn’t add any expressive power. The certain answers 
arc exactly the sameas if the inequalities in the view definition were 
omitted, This means that the maximally-contained datalog query 
constructed from the query and the view definition but disregard- 
ing the inequality constraints computes exactly the certain answers. 
Therefore, the problem remains polynomial. 

Theorem 4.3 Let V 2 CQ# and & E datalog. Define V- to 
be the Same view de/i&ion as V but with the inequali@ constraints 
deleted. Then a tuple i Is a certain answer under the open world 
assNn]pIIoll given V, Q and a view instance I yand only ift b a 
certabt answer under OWA given V-, 8 and I. 

Proof. “=$“: Assume that t is a certain answer under OWA given 
V, & and I, Let D be a database with I 5 V-(D). If also I _C 
V(D), then it follows immediately that t IS in S(D). Otherwise, 
there is a view definition IJ in V and a tuple s E I such that s E 
v-(D), buts g v(D). Let C # C’ be an inequality constraint in 1) 
that disabled the derivation of s in v(D). Because we can assume 
that8 is in v(D’) forsomcdatabaseD’, atleastoneofCorC’must 
be an existentially quantified variable X. Add tuples to D that cor- 
respond to the tuples thatgenerate s in u’(D), butwith the constant 
that X binds to replaced by a new constant. Thesenew tuples then 
satisfy the inequality constraint C # C’. By repeating this process 
for each such inequality constraint C # C’ and each such tuple s, 
WC arrive at a database D” with I E V(D”). Because t is a certain 
answer given V, it follows that t is in Q(D ‘). Therefore, there are 
tuples h, . . , , tk E D” that derive t. If any ti contains one of the 
new constants, replace it by the tuple t: E D that it was originally 
derived from. Because 1 doesn’t contain any new constants, and be 
cause % cannot test for inequality, it follows that t is also derived 
from ri, . , . , & Hence t is in S(D). 

“c=“: Assume that t is a certain answer under OWA given V-, G2 
andI. Let D bea databasewith I C V(D). BecauseV is contained 
in V’, it follows that I C V-(D), and therefore t is in e(D). 0 

4.1.3 Inequalities in the query 

On the other hand, we see next (Theorem 4.4) that adding inequal- 
ities to queries does add expressive power. A single inequality in 
a conjunctive query, even combined with purely conjunctive view 
definitions, suffices to maketheproblem co-NP-hard. Van der Mey- 
denprovedasimilarresult [40], namely co-~hardnessfor thecase 
V C CQ< and & E C 

2 
<. Our theorem strengthens this result to 

VcCQand&ECQ . 

Theorem 4.4 For V c CQ. 62 E CQf. the problem of determin- 
ing whether. given a view instance. a tuple is a certain answer under 
OWA is co-NP-hard. 

Proof. Let ‘p be a CNF formula with variables 21,. . . , zn and 
conjuncts CI , . . . , cm. Considertheconjunctiveview definition and 
view instance: 

Ul (X, Y, 2) :- P(XY, Z) 
v2 (X) :- r(X,Y) 
v3 (Y) :- P(X, Y, Z), 4% 4 

I(m) = {(i, j, 1) 1 zi occurs in c,} 
U {(i, j, 0) 1% occurs in cJ} 

I(v2) = {O), --a P (41 

1(v3) = t (1)s - * - 9 (41 

and the query: q(c) :- t(X, Y), r(X, Y’), Y # Y’. 

We can show that tuple (c) is a certain answer under OWA if and 
only if formula p is not satisfiable. Because the problem of testing 
a CNF formula for satisfiability is NP-complete[S], this implies the 
claim. 

“+-“: Assume that up is satisfiable. Then there is an assignment v 
from %I,..., zn to true and f&e such that each conjunct of cp 
contains at least one variable 2; with v(zi) = true or one negated 
variable pi with v(zi) = false. Consider the database D with 

p(D) = {(i, j, 1) IZi OCCUIS in cJ} 
U {(i, j, 0) 1 Zi occurs in cJ} 

r(D)={(i,di) I i E {L...,n}, 
di = i : V(Zi) = irve l 

1 : Y(z;) = false 

Instance I is contained in Y(D), and S(D) does not derive (c). 
Therefore, (c) is not a certain answer. 

“e”: Assume that (c) is not a certain answer. Then there exists a 
database D with I C V(D) such that S(D) is the empty set, This 
means that for i = 1 , . . . , n, database D contains exactly one r 
tuple (i, ai). Consider the assignment Y with Y(z,) = 2rzae if D 
contains the r tuple (i, l), and with U(Zi) = false otherwise. Let 
cj be one of the conjuncts. Because(j) is contained in 1(213), there 
must be ap tuple (i, j, d<) and an r tuple (i, di). If di = 1, then C, 
contains a variable Zi with v(Zi) = true. If di = 0, then cJ con- 
tains a negated variable fi with v(Zi) = false. Since v satisfies 
each cj, q~ is satisfiable. 0 

By Theorem 4.2, we know that maximally-contained queries com- 
pute exactly the certain answers under OWA. Because evaluating 
datalogqueries has polynomial datacomplexity [37], it follows that 
in general there are no datalog queries that are maximally-contained 
in a conjunctive query with inequality. 



4, I,4 First-order queries 

WC snw thnt even adding recursion to positive queries leaves the 
data complexity of the problem of computing certain answersunder 
OWA still polynomial. On the other hand, adding negation makes 
the problem undecidable for both OWA and CWA, as the following 
theorem shows. 

Thcorcm 4,5 For V c CQ, & E FO. the problem of determin- 
/t/g, glvo~ a viewdejnition together with a view instance, whethera 
ltrplc Is a csrtah answerunderthe open orclosed world assumption 
Is rrrtdecldabk. 

Proof, Let p be n first-order formula, Consider the query 

GM :--qo, 

Clearly, (c) is n ccrhin answer if and only if cp is not satisfiable. 
Testing whether a first-order formula admits a finite model is unde- 
oidnble (see [I 51). This implies the claim. 0 

4.2 Positive view definitions 

In the previous section, we proved that adding inequalities to the 
query results in co-NP-completeness of the problem of computing 
certain nnswcrs under OWA. The following theorem shows that al- 
lowing disjunction in the view definition has the same effect on the 
dnta complexity. The snme result was proved by van der Meyden 
in [4 I] while studying indefinite databases. We include the theorem 
for the sake of completeness. 

Thcorcm 4.6 [d/II] For V E PQ, & E CQ, theproblem of deter- 
nrhrblg, given a view inslance, whether a tuple is a certain answer 
rtrtdcr 0 WA is co-N P-hard. 

4.3 Datalog view definitions 

Theorem 3.1 established that theproblem can be solved in co-NP 
for V g pQ$ and & E datalog , Here we examine the effect on 
the complexity of the problem of computing certain answers if we 
allow datalog as view definition language. For positive queries, the 
problem stays in co-NP as was shown by van der Meyden in [4l]. 
Howcvcr,Theorcm4.7 and Corollary 4.2 respectively establish that 
the problem becomes undecidable for conjunctive queries with in- 
equality nnd dntalog queries. 

4,3,1 Inequalities 

In the cnsc of conjunctive view definitions, adding inequalities to 
the query increased the complexity of the problem of computing 
certain answers under OWA from polynomial to co-NP. With data- 
log view definitions, ndding inequalities tothequeryraises theprob 
lem from co-NP complexity to undecidability. In [40], van derMey- 
den showed undccidability for the case of V E datalog and & E 
PQg , The following theorem proves that the problem is already 
undccldablc for conjunctivequeries with inequality. 

Theorem 4.1 For V C datalog, Q E CQf , theproblem ofdeter- 
mining, given a view &ance, whether a taple is a certain answer 
under OWA b undecidable. 

Proof. The proof is by reduction of the Post Correspondence 
Problem [29] to the problem in the claim. 

I 
L&w1 )..., Wn,wl ,..‘I wk be words over alphabet {a, b}. Con- 
sider the following datalog query that defines view u: 

40,O) : - s(e, e, e) 
v(X, Y) :- v(X0, yo), 

S(XO,Xl,al~,...,~(~~-l,~,~~), 

S(YO,Y~,81),..-,~(~-1,Y,8~) 
wherewi=al...akandwl=81...PI; 
oneruIeforeachiE {l,...,n}. 

s(X, Y, 2) : - P(X, x, Y), P(X Y, 2) 

and query & defined by: 

q(c) :- P(X, u, Z), P(X, u, Z’), z # Z’ 

Let the view instance I be defined by I(v) = ((e, e)} and I(s) = 
{}. We will show that there exists a solution to the instance of the 
Post CorrespondenceProblem given by 2~1,. . . , wn, wi, . . . I wk if 
and only if(c) is not a certain answer under OWA. The result then 
follows from the undecidability of the Post Correspondence Prob- 
lem [29]. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e e 

e 

Figure 2: The instzu~ce ofthe Post CorrespondenceProblem given 
bythe wordswl = ba, WI = b, w3 = bba, w: = ab, w; = bb, and 
wj = ba ha.soluti~n ‘%f3”becausewawlwlw3 = bbababba = 
w~w:w~wj. The figure shows a database D with (e, e} E v(D), 
but Q(D) = {}. 

“+“: Assume that the instance of the Post Correspondence Prob- 
lem given by the words WI,. . . , w,,, w;, . . . , wk has a solution il , I . . . . ik. Then Wil . ..W., = Wit . ..Wh = ‘y1 . ..ym for some 
characters yl , . . . , T,,, E {a, b}. Consider the databaseD with 

P(D) = ((0, 1, n), . . - , (m - 2, m - 1, rm--l), 

~~O~:j,~~~~~~-2,m-2,rn-l), 

(m- 1, m - 1, e), (e, e, 41. 

Clearly, Q(D) = {}. Moreover, it is easy to verify that s(O) and 
v(D) are as follows: 
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Since I E u(D) and G?(D) = { ), it follows that (c) is not a certain 
answer, 

“=$=“: Assume that (c) is not a certain answer under OWA. Then 
there is a database D with I G v(D) such that S(D) = {}. Be 
causetuple (e, e) isinv(D), theremustbeconstantsco, cl,. . . , cm 
with co =Oandc, = e and characters 71, . . . , ̂ /m E {a, b} such 
that 

(CO,Cl,“l), (Cl,C2,72),...,(‘%-l,Cm,7m) ES(D). (*) 

lAdO,dl,.,., d,r be constants with do = 0 and 61,. . . ,6,,,# E 
{u, t} bo characters such that 

(do,fh,b), (d1,d2,62),...,(d,r,l,d,r,6,,) Es(D). 

We are going to show by induction on m’ that form’ 2 m, di = ci 
and&=ycfori=O,..., m’. The claim is trivially true form’ = 
0, Portheinductioncase,letm’ > 0. Weknowthat(ci-1, ci, 7i) E 
a(D) and (&-I, di, Si) E a(D), and that ci-1 = di-1. By defini- 
tion of a, this implies that tuples (cl-l, ei-1) ci), (ci-1, ci-1, di), 

t 
~(-1, cl, 7i), and (ci-1, di, 6i) are all in p(D). Because Q(D) = 
), it follows that di = ci and 6i = 7i. 

Assume for the sake of contradiction that m’ > m. Then there is a 
tuple (dm, &+I, rm+l) E a(D), and therefore (dm, d,, dm+l), 
(dm, 4w, Ym+l) E p(D). Because (e, e, e) E a(D), it fol- 
lows that (e,e, e) E p(D). Since d, = cm = e this implies 
(hat dm+l = e and 7,,,+l = e, which contradicts the fact that 
+y,,,+.l E {a, b}. Hence, m’ = m. 

We proved that there is exactly one chain of the form in (*). Be- 
cause (e, e) E v(D), there is a sequence& . . . ik with ii,. . . , ik E 
{l,,..,lt)suchthatwi,...wi, = 71...7^Imandw&...w: 
71 , , , *,j,,, Therefore, ii,. , . , ik is a solution to the instance o P 

= 
the 

Post Correspondence Problem given by WI,. . . , wn, vi,. . . , wk. 
q 

Theorem 4.7 has an interesting consequence for the query contain- 
ment problem of a recursive datalog query in a nonrecursive data- 
log query with inequality, It shows that the techniquein [9] to prove 
decidability of a datalog query in a nonrecursive datalog query does 
not carry to datalog with inequality, Indeed, it is an easy corollary 
of Theorems 4. I and 4.7 that the problem is undecidable. 

4,3,2 Datalogqueries 

As wcsaw,thereis acloscrelationshipbehveentheproblem ofcom- 
putingce.rtainanswersunderOWAandquerycontainment Notsur- 
prisingly it is therefore the case that the problem becomes undecid- 
able for datalog view definitions and datalog queries. 

Corollary 4.2 For V c datalog. & E datalog, the problem of 
determining, given a view instance, whethera tuple is a certain an- 
swer under OWA is undecidable. 

Proof. The containment problem of a datalog query in another 
datalog query is undecidable [32]. Therefore, the claim follows di- 
rectly from Theorem 4.1. 0 

4.4 First-order view definitions 

Theorem 4.5 showed that adding negation in queries leads to unde- 
cidability. The following theorem now shows that the same is true 
for adding negation to view definitions. 

Theorem 4.8 ForV E FO. & E CQ, theproblemofdetermining, 
given a view instance, whethera tuple b a certain answer under the 
open or the closed world assumption b undecidable. 

Proof. Let ‘p be a first-order formula, and p a new predicate. Con- 
sider the view definition 

u(c) : - p(X) v p(X) 

togetherwith the instance I = {v(c)} and the query & defined by: 

q(c) : - P(X) 

We will show that (c) is a certain answer under the open or closed 
world assumption if and only if formula p is not satisfiable. By 
Trahtenbrot’s theorem, testing whethera first-order formula admits 
a finite model is undecidable (see [ IS]). This implies the claim. 

‘3”: Suppose that cp is satisfiable. Then there exists a database D 
such that p(D) is satisfied, and such that p(D) is empty. For this 
database,1 = v(D) andQ(D) = {}. Therefore,(c) isnot acertain 
answer. 

“-G’: Suppose that (c) is not certain. Then there is a database D 
with I 5 V(D) (or with I = V(D)) such that (c) is not in Q(D). 
Since p(D) is empty, p(D) must be satisfied. Therefore, formula 
cp is satisfiable. 0 

5 Closed world assumption 

Figure3 gives an overview ofthe complexity of the problem of com- 
puting certain answers under CWA. Computing certain answers un- 
der CWA is harder than under OWA. Whereas the problem is poly- 
nomial for V E CQ# and & E datalog under OWA, the problem 
is already co-NP-complete for V C CQ and 8 E CQ under CWA. 
Moreover, whereas the problem is decidable for V 5 dcatalog and 
Q E PQ under OWA, the problem is already undecidable for V C 
datalog and & E CQ under CWA. 
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I -query- 
views 1 CQ CQ$ bQm datalog PO 
w-2 1 co-NP co-NP co-NP CO-NP undec. 
c@ co-NP co-NP co-NP co-NP undec. 
PC) co-NP co-NP co-NP co-NP undec. 
dntalog undec. undec, undec. undec. undec. 
PO undec. undec. undec. undec. undec. 

Plgurc 3; Data compIexityoftheprobIem ofcomputingcertain an- 
awers under the closed world assumption. 

5.1 Conjunctive view definitions 

The following theorem shows that computing certain answersunder 
the closed world assumption is already co-NP-hard in the very sim- 
plcst cnsc, namely in the case of conjunctive view deIinitions and 
conjunctive querlcs, 

Tlworcm 5.1 For V 2 CQ, 0 E CQ, the problem of determin- 
Ittg, given a view insfance, whefhera luple is a certain answerunder 
CWA b co-NP-hard, 

Proof, Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph, Consider the view 
dcllnition: 

111 (X) : - color(X, Y) 

Q(Y) : - color(X, Y) 

dX, Y) : - edge(X, Y) 

and the instance I with I(ul) = V, I(v?) = {red, green, blue) 
and 1(u3) = B, We will show that under CWA the query 

e(c) : - edge(X, Y), cofor(X, Z), color(k; 2) 

has the tuplc (c) as a certain answer if and only if graph G is not 3- 
colorable. Because testing a graph’s 3-colorability is NP-compIete 
[22], this implies the claim. 

For each database D with I = Y(D), relation edge contains ex- 
actly the edges from B, and relation color relates all vertices in V 
to either red, green, or bhe. 

“=s”: Assume that (c) is a certain answer of the query. It fohows 
that for each assignment of the vertices to red, green, and blue, 
them is nn edge (er , ea) in E such that er and es are assigned to the 
same color. Therefore, them is not a single assignment ofvertices to 
the three colors red, green, and blue such that all adjacentvertices 
ore assigned to different colors. Hence G is not 3-colorable. 

“-9: Assume G is not 3-colorable. Then for each assignment of 
vertices in V to red, green, and blue there exists at least one edge 
(er, ea) such that el and es are assigned to the same color. It fol- 
lows that the query will produce (c) for each database D with I = 
V(D), i.e, the query has (c) as a certain answer. cl 

5.2 Datalog view definitions 

The final theorem in this section shows that for datalog view defi- 
nitions, the problem is undecidable under CWA. 

Theorem 5.2 For V s datalog, 8 E CQ the problem of deter- 
mining, given a view instance, whether a tuple is a certain answer 
under CWA b undecidable. 

Proof. Let &l and QZ be two datalog queries with answer predi- 
cate ql and q2 respectively. Consider the view definition consisting 
of the rules of &r and &, and the rules 

w (4 : - r(X) 

Al : - a (X)9 P(X) 
7J2 (4 : - q2i(w, P(X) 

where p and r are two relations not appearing in &r and Qs . Con- 
sider the instance1 with I(Q) = {(c)} and I(Q) = (1, and the 
query 8 defined by: 

c?(c) :-r(X) 

If&r C Q2, then for each database D with V(D) = I, 

a(D) rip(D)) E qz(D) n P(D) = I(~21 = 0. 

Therefore, 

r(D) = I(n) = {(c)3, 

i.e. (c) is a certain answer under CWA. 

On the other hand, if 81 c &s, then there is a database D such 
that some tuple t is in &r (0). but not in &(D). By extending D 
such that p(D) = {t} and r(D) = {}, we have that Y(D) = I. 
Becauseq(D) = {}, (c) is not a certain answer under CWA. 

We established that (c) is a certain answer under CWA if and only 
if&r is contained in Qs . The claim now fohows from the undecid- 
ability of containment of datalog queries [32]. cl 

6 View consistency and view 
self-maintainability 

In this section, we consider two other important problems on mate- 
rialized views, view consistency and view self-maintainability, We 
do it in the context of CWA since both of these problems make more 
sense in that context than under OWA. 

Definition 6.1 (view consistency) Let V be a view definition and 
I an instance of the view. Then the view is consisfenf if there is a 
database D such that I = V(D). cl 

Definition 6.2 (view self-malntainability) Let D be a database. 
An update to D is either a deletion d(t) of a tuple t in D, or an in- 
sertion i(t) of some tuple t not in D. Let Y be a view definition and 
I a consistentview instance. Then the view is self-maintainable for 
an update a if there exists a view instance J such that for each D 
with I = V(D), J = Y((Y(D)). cl 
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consistency self-maintainability -c 
Plgurc 4: Data complexity of the view consistency and the view 
self-maintainabilily problem. 

The complexity of these problems is shown in Figure 4. The corn: 
plcxjty tnblc for self-maintainability is the same as the one for the 
problem of computing certain answers under CWA in Figure 3 for 
conjunctive queries, The complexity of the view consistency prob- 
Icm is similar with NP in place of co-NP. Note that the undecidable 
cases for the view consistency problem are r.e., whereas for com- 
puting certnin answers and self-maintainability, they are co-r.e. 

Thcorcm 6.1 

(I) For V C PQ#, the view consistencyproblem is in NP, and 
lhe view self-maintainabilily problem is in co-NP (wt. the 
size of the view). 

(10 For V E CQ, the view consistencyproblem is NP-hard, and 
the viewself-maintainabilityproblem is co-NP-hard(w.st. the 
size of llre view). 

(111) For V E datalog or V C PO, the viewconsistencyproblem 
is tmdecidable (ce.), and the view self-maintainability prob- 
lem as well (co-ze,). 

Due to space limitations, the proof of this result is omitted. It ba- 
sically involves some simple reductions of these problems f&n/to 
the problem of answering queries using materialized views under 
the closed world assumption. 

7 Conclusion 

We presented some complexity results with respect to materialized 
views, A main contribution is (i) the exhibition of deep connec- 
tiona with incompletedatabasesand(asaconsequence)(ii) thepoint 
of view that a materialized view should be seen as an incomplete 
database, This indeed suggestsusing somemodel of incompletein- 
formation as the view model. We will illustrate briefly this direction 
with an example. Consider the self-maintainability problem ofma- 
tcrialized views. Suppose we have such a view, the database is un- 
nvailable and we receive some updates to the database. A known 
technique is to verify whether the view is self-maintainable. If it 
is not, we raise our hands and in principle the view becomes un- 
available, However, one could consider updating the incomplete 
database corresponding to the view. We could continue answering 
queries, and indeed, with such a model, it is possible to have more 
semantics in our answers, e.g. provide besidescertain answers,pos- 
slblc answers, or indicate whether our answer is surely complete or 
not. We intend to continue the present work in that direction. 
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